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TH E MOTION OF GASES IN TH E SUN S ATM OSPHERE
PART I. ON THE MECHANISM OF FORMATION OF SOLAR 
DARK MARKINGS
Bv A. K. DAS
(Recei ved f o  l^nblicaiion^ June  I'o, ig'fo)
ABSTRACT. In this \ ) a ] m  (hr dyiirmiirs of a mas of ejertrd from the hotly of tlir sun 
has hern stTidied ami Ihr equations of motion of a material particle in a systenmif rotntinjf 
coordinates with orij i^n on the smface of t'he snn havt hetn derived for two eases (ii when tlie 
particle i>s ejected from the- photospherie or an^  i tlier level w'here the aiiKulnr velocity of 
rotation is the same ns that observed on the sini’s ijiirface and (2) when the particle is iqccted 
from a level wliere the angular vc loeilv is higlier tliati tlie angular veloeitv at the snrfact'. 
The set of equations for case t have hern show n to he ap]dicahle to a mass (,f gas ejected 
from the interior of the sun, that is from levels below the photfLsphcie. Since jirominences 
are formed, according to tlie growling view lield at present by many solai physicists, by the 
gases ejected from the sulephotosphtric levels, thesi- eejuations should ex]jlain at least the 
broad features of prominemes and dark markings. It has been shown in this paper that many 
of the hitlierto ilbcxplained 01 iin-explained features of dark markings, in particular, can be 
quaiitilalivcly explained on th(‘ basis of the above eijiiations. Indications have alsij been given 
how these equations should be ccjually useful in the understanding of several othc'r solar 
phenomena not derdt with in this paper.
T h e  p h en o m en a  rev ea led  b y  sp e e tro h e lio g ra n is  an d  p h o to h e lio g ia n is  are 
so va ried  th a t u p  t ill  n o w  it h as n o t been p ossib le  to con.struet a  u n ified  tlieory  
w h ic h  can a eeo u u t p e r fe c tly  s a t is fa c to r ily  fo r all th e  p cciilia i ilic s  ob served  on 
th e  so lar d isc . K v e n  th e  m ost s tr ik in g  featu re  o f th e  ni(.'iiuelirom atie disc 
p h o to g ra p h s, n a m e ly , th e  g ra n u la tio n s  does not seem  to be thoiciiglily m ider- 
sto o d , a lth o u g h  it is e v id e n t from  the \\orks o f D esla n d rcs, U n solil and o th ers 
th a t th ese g ra n u la tio n s  w h ic h  g iv e  rise  to  th e  “  ])h otosphcric n e tw o rk  ”  m u st be 
th e  re su lt o f c o n v e c tio n . In  th e  p resen t sta le  o f ou r k n o w le d g e  th e  o n ly  w a y  
to p ro g re ss  a p p ea rs  th e re fo re  to  be to  restric t o n e ’s a tten tio n  to  som e o f th e
m o st salient fe a tu re s  an d  to t r y  to e v o lv e  a sim p le  h y p o th e sis  w h ich  can y ie ld  
these o b serv ed  p ro p e rtie s  Ih ro n g li s t ia ig h tfo r w a r d  d e d u ctio n . In  th is  p a p e r 
a tte n tio n  is co n fin e d  to  som e fe a tu re s  o f th e  H«, d a rk  m a rk in g s  and a m ech an ism  
is p u t fo rw a rd  to  e x p la in  th ese  h itlie r to  ill-e x p la in e d , a n d  in som e cases u n e x ­
p la in e d , fe a tu re s . T h e  p rop osed  m ech an ism  ap p ears to  be q u ite  g e n e ra l and 
h e lp s  th e  u n d e rsta n d in g  o f c e r la iu  o th er so lar p h e n o m e n a ’' w h ic h  are n o t v e ry  *
* These will be considered in the later papers of tlii» seri«s.
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easily understandable on the basis of existing solar theories. The following 
featuies of the dark markings are considered m the present paj e^r :
(aj the ijredoniiiiaiitly linear appearance of the dark markings, which led 
Oeslandres to call them ‘ ‘ filainents ” :
(6) the tendency of the direction of the dark markings to change from a 
direction along a meridian in eqnaloiial regiims by steadily inclining more and 
more towards the east until in latit\ides higher than about 35° the inaikings 
lie nearly along a parallel of latitude ;
(c) the tendency of high latitude dark markings to have their directions  ^
nearly parallel to the imrallels of latitude even at their first appearance ;
(d) the predominantly westward tilt of the tops of dark markings of the low 
and middle latitudes, the average inclination of a dark maiking to the vertical 
being of the order of 10° ;
(c) the tendency of dark markings to lie short in length in the equatorial 
regions.
It is well established that daik markings are caused by the absorption 
of photospheiic light by the masses of gas which exist as promineiiccs t>\ei 
the solar disc, d'lie appearance of any dark maiking is therefore detcimined 
by the way in which the absorbing gas is distributed in the prominence con- 
ceriied and consequently in order to understand the feaUires of the dark markings 
eimmerated in the foregoing paragra])h we imist form a correct picture e>f the 
mode of formation of a prominence, h'or this purjiose an examination of disc 
photographs is not vciy helpful although in some cases the dark markings, 
particularly those of very high latitudes, indicate how the gases responsible for 
the absorption of pliotosplieric light have emerged from the photosphere. But 
even a casual cxamimition of limb photographs cannot fail to show that the 
mass of gas forming a in'omiiience has been ejected from a limited area of the 
disc. It is tlierefore natural to assume that a stable ])roniincnce is usually 
formed by a jet of gas issuing from a very small disturfied area of the photo­
sphere or even from below the photOvSphere. Jf this hypothesis regarding the 
mode of formation of a prominence be true, w e should be able to understand a 
good deal of the peculiarities of prominences and consequently of dark markings 
by considering the dynamiej of a jet of gas ejected from the body of the sun. 
A complete solution of this dynamical problem is highly complicated, but for­
tunately wc can draw several useful conclusions from quite elementary considera­
tions. The problem is strictly one of hydrodynamics, but simple considerations 
of particle dynamicvS appear to be suflBcient for the purposes of preliminary 
investigation.
Our problem in its simplified form is the consideration of the motion of a 
particle ejected fiom the body of the sun which wc regard as a rigid sphere
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rotating about its polar axis. The equations of motion of a material particle of
mass m in a system of stationary, rectan.^ular coordinates r, 3^ , are
V  du cJ^ x
dl dr '
dv d \
(i)
Z  =  ni
dl
= in.
dr
wliere X, Y , Z, are coini)onents of tlie force causin'; the motion of the i)niticle 
and n, r, are the coini)oiieiits of the velocity in tlie directions v, y, r, res- 
])ectively. But the ^ases on tlie sun move with respect to a rotating system of 
coordinates, and therefore in order to apjiroximate to solar conditions we have 
to consider the motion of our particle in a coordinate system x\ 2/ rotating 
with a coUvStant angular velocity o> eciual to the angular velocity of the sun as 
observed on its surface. lyCt the origin of our rotating system coincide with 
that of the stationary system of coordinates and let the axis of rotation c'coin­
cide with the c-axis of the stationary system. We note that the rotation of the 
sun is counterclockwdse if we look towards the equator from the north ])olc of 
the sun ; is therefore positive.
Now if 0 is the angle between the x-axis and the a*'-axis then wq have 
(see Fig. r)
cos — T]=o \
sin^, /ij c^os^ ,^ 7a —o (■ {2)
Ug— O, = o, 73 =
where /3|, 71, y.j are the directioincosines of the three rotat­
ing axes wdtli respect to the stationary axes. We know that according to the 
general rules of transfoimation from a stationary system of coordinates a, 3', z 
tn a system of coordinates in relative motion a ', y', the following relations 
must hold ;
.V^  =  Oj ( a: -  A'o) +  ^^i^y “ To )  + 7 i ( ^ “ ^o)  
y'=aj('x' —Ao) t /^(y“ 3'o)  ^ 7a( “^ '2^o) 
2' = a,(x-Xo) -b/^ 3(y “ 3'u) + 7s(2 -“ 2o)
h)
and
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X' = <i, X  + ^i Y  + 7 ,Z
Y' =  a, X  + /3, Y + ^jZ (4)
Z' =  a. X  + /3,Y + v,Z
where .Tu, y», "0 JH'c the coordinates of the origin of the primed system and X , Y , 
Z 'UkI X ' Y ' Z' are Ihc components of the force in the two systems respectively. 
In 'the e l s e  u n d e r  consideration .v„-o. 3 - 0  = 0 ,  a„ = o ; therefore we have from (2) 
and (3)
x' = .r cos  ^+ 2/ sin 0 )
yf — -X sin  ^ " !/ cos 0
\
Pulling and dilTerentiating with respect to I we have from (5)
If) i ^
It cos sin a 1' sin (> +11 cos
= u cos + V sin t? I ('/ cos 0 - sin (^ ).
tit?
tl/
-- II sin ft ~ cos a- cos t? .y sin ft-
dt ll
= -  tl sm ft + cos t? — (V cos ft + ,v sin 6?).
dft
dl
is)
\
'6)
whence by using (5) we get
u'= u cos ft+ v sm ft+ <»y' 
=r, —n sin ft + v cos I? —<a_v^
w ' =  1C.
Differentiating (7) with respect to / we have
du'
di
cos ft-u  sin ft sin ft t r cos ft -t
at lit
cos ft -I sin ft I w(i’' -  « sin  ^+ v cos f?) 
dt dt
dr' _^_du f) . ‘''J + '^i’.cos e -  T sin ft
dl dl
^ ^ d u  f) dv ff + M cos 6 + r sin ft) 
dt ■ di
die' _  dw 
di di ’
dft
I7)
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whence using (7) we have
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du'
dt
dll
dl
z) . drcos 0 + - , 
di
s in  d4 ^
dv' _ 
di
_du
d t ’
■ n . dl* Sin 0 -\-
dl
cos d"’ v^)td -1 o)*y^
dzv' duf
dt dl
is)
Multiplying equations (8) l_)y ui we obtain by viituc of the relations (4) and (i) 
and by ignoring the primes since only primed quantities occur
m  ,, =  X  +  2 H - ;;/«> X  
dt"
m \ " \ “  2iao»7< + DUO X
t//* (9)
W , .
di^
"^ I'hcse are the eciualions of motion of a inateiial i)article in a rotating FyvStcin 
of coordinates, but v\e notice tlial the Lqualions (g) refer to the motion of a 
I)article on a rotating sphere the centre of which coincides with tlie origin of the 
system of coordinates. In order to make the efiuations coni]>arablc wa’th o])ser- 
vatioii we have to transform tlieni to a rotating sy.stem of coordinates whose 
origin is at some point on the surface of the rotating sjdiere.
F i g u r e  2
I^ et o' be a point on the surface of the sphere v\hich we choose as the origin 
of our system of rotating co-ordinates. For simplicity let o' be on the a — 2 plane 
which is the plane of Fig. 2, and let the ;:'-axis point radially outwards, the y'- 
axis parallel to the y-axis, be., towards the back of the paper, so that the x'-axis 
lies in the plane of the paper. Now, since the 2:-axis coincides wdth the axis of
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rotation, the .v-axis represents the equator. Then in the co-ordinate system 
witli oii^in at o' tin; positive :;'-axis points vertically up\\ards, the i)osilivc y'-axis 
is towards tlie west and the positive a'-axis points towards the south. Also the 
an^ de between the equator and the radius oo' represents the heliographic 
latitude, [jositive for tlie noi thcrn and negative fur the southern hemisphere of 
the sun, Tlie coordinates of o' in the previous syvSteni are
:Vo = R cos 0, 3'n = 0, r,) ^R sin 0,
v^llere R is the radius of tlie rotating sjjliere fsunj. Also the direction cosines 
of the primed axes (i-c., of the system w ith origin at o') with respect to the un- 
primed axes (i.c., of the system with origin at c) are
- - sin 0,
tXc.
y, = -ros </s 
7 2 =  o, 
Yj -  s i n ( p .«3-cos (l>,
Now, since llic new^  system is rigidly fixed to the former syvStem of co-ordinates, 
br., Aoi 3'0> and,the nine direction cosines are iiideiiendent of the time /, the 
following relation must hold
Therefore we have
dl l '
dl
dll'
\u
— CXi
du
du
d i
t /^’l
dr
dt
+ 7l
div
• . d'7(’sin 0 -  cos 0, 
d i  d t
d v '  _  d v
dt J i
dw' du , , dw . ,= —  cos 0 + sin 0 . 
di dt dt
Multiplying these ectuations by lu and using the values of ~  ,
from tlie eqnations( g) and by expressing all unprimed ijuantities in terms of the 
primed (luantities with the help of tlie general relations
a “  a a , x' + o( ^ y' ^
_v-'3’n A'
Cn=^yiA'-r>.23-' + *
* Onr et)ordinatc v^ vsteiii is i iglit-lj«niicled and when we say east or weAit wc always refer to 
geographical east and west. Put when wc say ‘ souUnvBrcJ ' refer to the south pole of the 
'5un, that is to say, in nurtheni hemisphere ‘ southward ’ means a direction along a inerid^n 
from the north pole to the ecjuator of the sun.
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w' -f- CXo'Li' 1-iX374.<^
A." A"^   ^ cxg^   ^-i- (X^ Z’
/  = y iA '4 I y,,yj
which must hold between the two systems of coordinates we have
-V — R cos 0 + a:' sin 0 -r c' cos 0
3-:_ 3/
u — xY sin 0 +-zv' cos 0 
1' ^ 1^ '
X " X' sin 0 + Z' cos 0 
V =  Y '
y __ yj  ^ ^
Now since only primed quantities occur in the e(inations, we can drop the juinies 
altogether and write jn the following most general form the equations of motion 
of a material particle moving with respect to a system of ccjordinates with origin 
on the surface of the sun and rotating Avith tlie sun :
Kquatorwaids
m „ =X -l sin 0 + 7;/i'/-''sin 0(R cos 0'l" a sin 0 + :r cos 0)
at
Westwards
d ^7fi— ~ V — 2?nti>(u sin 0 I 7c cos 0) + 
(it"
(10)
Upwards
m + 2VKDV cos 0 + nio>*"^ cos 0(1\ cos 0 i x sin 0 1” c cos 0).
If we restrict ourselves to small regions of the sun’s surface as v\e sliall when 
considering dark markings and prominences, the terms eontaining a , y and ? can 
be neglected in comparison with thoirc conLaining R and the ecpiations (jo) can 
be simplified as follows :
Kquatorwards
i2 -
ni A  = X -fa/afn’ sin 0 H- ///‘'>“R sin 0 cos 0 
di'^
Westwards
X'pwards
I
m- o =Y'™2moj(u sin 0 1" w cos 0) 
d i "
m -  3 . :^Z -I 2}}U0V cos 0 4- 777<‘)‘^ R COS"'0 
dV^
(1 1 )
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These equations show that in addition to the forces X, Y , and Z which arc 
resi)onsil>!u for the initial motion of the particle there appear other forces which 
modify tlu* motion. These additional forces are clearly apparent or subjective 
forces, for they become zero if the jjarticle is at rest or if the angular velocity of 
the sun's rotation l)ecomcs nil. The first of the equations (ii) shows that the 
particle lias a south\\ard acceleration sin proportional to its westward 
comi>oneiil of velocity and to the angular velocity of rotation of the sun. This 
means that if the partiede tries to move from east to west it is affected by an 
ai)i)ruent forc'e which deflects its path towards some point south of west. The 
soulhwaid acceleialion also contains a term sin </> cos  ^ which foi a given
latitude »/> depends only on tlie angular velocity of rotation of the sun and therefore 
acts ii|)on the particle even when it is not imi)e]led to move by the force X. 'fhis 
tcim is clearly the equatorward component of the centrifugal force due to the 
sun's rotation and it must exist so long as we can regard the sun as a sphere 
without any flattening at the poles like the earth. It may l^ e noted that all 
measiuements of the solar disc have failed to reveal any dejiartuie from the per­
fectly ciicular shape- We shall not consider tlie possible reasons for this perfect 
symmetry of the sun's shape, but aeecpt it as an observed fact. An uncompensat­
ed ecpiatorward force sin cos  ^ must therefore act on a |)article on the sun.
m
If the particle is eriiliedded ill the dense layers of the sun's atmosphere the effect 
of this forc e may be observable only as a very slow equatorward drift of the 
particle. 'I'he slow equatorward movement of sunspots and of the prominences 
of the sunspot belt may l)c due to the effect of tliis forc'e. If tlie particle happens 
to be in the thinner regions of tlie solaralmospheie, for example in the coronal 
atmosphere, this force may l)e expected to produce a considerable equatorward 
velocity of the particle.
The second of equations (ii) shows that the westward acceleration d^y
contains two terms vSin 0 and -  cos </>. The first term means that the
l)ai tide has an eastward acceleration due to a deflective force proportional to the 
aiigr.lar velocity of the sun's rotation and to the southward comiionent of its 
Velocity. lienee if the partic'le tries to move along a iiiericliaii from higher to 
lower latitudes, its ])ath is deflected lowaids I he cast and therefore makes an angle 
with the meridian. The second kTiii indicates that the particle is acted upon by 
a deflective foicc proi)ortional to the vertical component of its velocity and to the 
angular velocity of the sun's rotation or, in other words, if the particle tries to 
move vertically upwards its path is deflected Icnvaids the east and therefore makes 
an angle with the vertical. From the third of equations (ii) we see that the 
particle is acted upon by a deflective force cos (p which deflects its horizontal 
east-west trajectory upwards or away from the surface of the sun. The vertical
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acTcicration also conlaijus a term cos (^/n which is clearly tlie vertical
component of the centrifugal force due to the sun’s rotation. This term must he 
respoiivsiblc for causing a variation in tlic actual gravity on the sun from the 
equator to the poles. But tliis term will play no part in the cojisiderations set 
forth in this paper, since we shall assume according to the usual practice that 
in prominences giavity is compeii.sated by radiation preSvSure under normal 
conditions. I^'he above equation of motion also shows that a particle moving from 
west to east is forced downwards by an ai)pareiit ddleclive foice cos </'
and convei'vsely an east-to-west trajectory is deflected upwards by an appaieiit 
force cos 0. This may be resin')nsil)le Lor the curving back of the tops of 
.some proiuinejices to the suiface of the sun and for the occurrence of spiral 
motion observed in some cases. The force cos  ^ clearly sets a limit to the 
length of a marking. We can now examine the elTect of the eejuations of 
motion (i _i) on a mass ol gas ejected from some layer of the soku enveIo])e or 
from the photosphere. 'I'he ja ocess resj)onsibie for the ejection of the gas docs 
not matter for the purposes of the present pajicr, but we may i)cihaps regaid it 
as a sudden and temiMjrary inciease of radiation in a limited region of the layer 
concerned. vSince under normal circumstances the effect of gravity is comjieiisated 
by radiation pressure this sudden increase in radiation will lead to the ejection 
of a mass of gas in the form of a jet. 'Jdie veloc'ity with which the jet will travel 
outwards will obviously depend upon the actual inciease in radiation and upon 
the friction between the rising mass of gas and tlie surrounding atmospheie. It 
seems reasonable to expect that this increase of radiation lias an average value 
and therefore the rising mass of gas will emerge into the coronal atmosphere with 
a sort of normal velocity determined by the viscosity of the solai material which 
it has traversed during the travel. Now, experimental nieasuieinents of the 
angular velocity of the sun's rotation at the photosphere and in diflerent levels 
of envelope have shown very little variation of angular velocity with elevation, 
so that we may take «> to have a ]jractieally eonslant value over the whole region 
from the photosphere to the corona. Therefore a mass of gas emerging from 
any part of this region will have the same initial angular velocity as the sun's 
surface and therefore its motion wull be determined by the equations (n). 
Accordingly it will he deflected from the vertical tov\ards the east and its 
equatorward motion under the action of the propelling force sin V^ .cos 0 will
follow a trajectory inclined to the meridian towards the east. This conclusion is, 
however, directly opposed to observational [data according to which the top of 
a dark marking is inclined towards the west with respect to the vertical and 
also the inclination of a dark marking to the meridians is such that its 
equatorial end lies to the w’cst of the polar end. Now, l^ercpelkin  ^ has 
concluded that the quiescent prominences form in the low layers of the sun. 
It seems to us very likely that the eruption which supplies the material for the
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foriiiatioii of a prominence has its seal in the interior of the sun below the 
pliotosr)here. We therefore assmrie that the mass of gas wliich gives rise to an 
ordinary dark marking originates in the interior of the sun where the angular 
velocity is very high and that on teaching tlie coronal region it still lias an angular 
velocity w' much higher than the angular velocity of the sun's surface. 
Wlien a mass of gas emerges from tlie interior with the angular velocity w'it 
will have, relatively to the sun’s surface, an angular velocity (d' — w in the same 
direction in which the sun’s surface, is observed to lotate. The dynamical 
situation will therefore lie eriuivaknt to the motion of a particle with respect 
to a system of coordinates rotating with an angular velocity The
aiipropriatu dynamical equations are obtained directly from (jj) by making the 
necessary substitution and we have 
liquator wards
1^1^2 --X  — 2a7(ii)'-  sin </> + — sin </>■ cos (a)
Westwards
m 2m (u sin 0 + w cosf/)),
dL" (b)
Upwards
(J2)
"" Z  — 27a- (d/ — co) V  COS 0 +  77 7 (w '— (o) R  COs"0. (c)
From these equations it is evident that the dellcction of the uprising jet of gas 
from the vertical and from the meridians is in agreement with observational data 
so far as the direction of inclination is concerned. We now iirocecd to examine 
bow far tlie inclination derived from equations (12) agree quantitatively with 
observed values.
Tlie jet of gas may be cxiiected to travel through the coronal atmosphere 
with a steady velocity horizontally and perhaps also in the upw^ ard direction ; 
in fact, if the jet is to make a definite angle with the vertical and with the 
inendiaiis, it must move w-ith a steady velocity. We note that_the constancy of 
speed implies that all the forces acting on the moving mass of gas mutually
F ig u r e  3
balance each other. Let O be the force (per unit mass) w hich is responsible for 
the equatorward motion of the gas acting in the direction OG (see Fig. 3) and
let OP represent the direction in which the jet actually travels so that GOP is
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the angle we want to determine. We assume that the curvature of the trajectory 
is negligible, that is, the jet moves practically in a straight line. Now the 
deflective force — t«)).u sin <?, u being the equatorward velocity, must 
act at right angles to the direction OP, that is, in the direction OI). We resolve 
the forced into two components in the directions OP and ()P. Then in tlie 
steady state the component along OP must be balanced by the dellective force 
along Ol) and the component along 01  ^ must be balanced by the force of frictional 
resistance which, as usual, is given by P —/.<, where c is the velocity of the 
moving body and f is the coefTicient of friction. Accordingly w^ e liave the 
following relation on putting c — u
O. sin li sin </> [ r i d e  eqn. (12) ( b ) . \
G. cos
W'hcnce we obtain
tan 5 — 2((V”"(o) sin 0 
/ ‘
(13)
In order to evaluate  ^ numerically from (13) we must know the numerical value 
of the frictional constant We can estimate the magnitude of the frictional 
constant ill the following way, Wc assume the moving mass of gas to be a 
sphere of radius 7 and its velocity u. Then, according to the w e^ll-known law of 
Stokes the gas sphere wdll experience a total resistance V^hnijtru, wdiere iji is the 
coefficient of viscosity of coronal matter, wdiile moving through the coronal 
atmosphere. Therefore
f=6nr}^rltnr^pp= (:4)
Now can be estimated with the help of Jeans’s theory,'  ^ accordiiiR to which the 
viscosity of stellar matter is given by .-7^ - , where k-= i )as
15 k(>r /<r‘ ’’ y K1 /
given by Kramers’s theory of electron capture, '^]le temperature of coronal 
matter (in the region where prominences appear) niay be taken to be about io~  ^
times the central temperature of the sun. The density of corona] matter (/>*) 
may be taken as about to'^ times the density of prominence matter p,,. Now a 
prominence, w'hich is composed almost entirely of atomic hydiogen with a very 
slight admixture of metals and rare gases, contains about 10^  ’’ atoms of hydrogen 
per cubic centimetre; therefore, p p = j ' 7  k  io~^^ g i n . l c m . ' \  taking the mass of a 
hydrogen atom to be 1 7  x 10“ ®'' gm. Hence wc have = t'7 x gm./cm.'* 
which is about 3 x 10“ ^ times the central density of the sun. Using these value.s 
of tempeiature and density in Jeans’s formula we obtain »)* = io times the visco­
sity at the centre of the sun ■ The same formula gives *i=i2'2 at the centre of 
the sun. Therefore, »;n = i22. Substituting this value of in (14) we have
/ =
9 XI22_
X t ’7 X 10 
3 2 X I0“ ^
2 X lO» II
(15)
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putliiift ^=10  ^ nn. The reyson for j)utting ? = io ‘' cm. is that the radius of the 
mass of ejected sljonld l)e a])proximalely the same as that of an average area 
of tlie sun s surlace aflectcd by an eruption and tljat the latter quantity appears to 
l)e of the order of lo  ' cm. In order to evaluate o numerically we must know the 
numerical value of which is the only unknown left in equation (13), oj being 
known from observaticjn. In a well-kmjwn i)a])cr Jeans'^  has shown that the flow^  
of radiation outwards from the interior of a star behaves like a convection cun cut 
of matter and in fact the viscosity arising from the flow of radiation is more 
imj)ortaiit than material viscosity. It therefore follows that there must be 
a steady decrease in the angular velocity of rolalion fioiii the centre of a stai 
to its surface, but there will be a tendency for the interior of the star to attain 
a uniform angular velocity of rotation which must satisfy the relation 1 
—const. As most of the mass of a star is contained in a sphere of radius 
barely the radius of the star the average velocity of rotation should l)e aboul 
10 times the vedocitv (fl' rotation t»bserved on the surface. In the case of the sun' 
the average period of rotation should therefore be from e to 3 days. It is 
to be noted howxwer that the relation — const, requires that should
increase from the equator lo the ])oles which is contrary tcj what is observed on 
the surlace of the sun. Nevertheless this coiilradicliou between theory and 
observation does not mean that the interior of the sun does not rotate in the 
way required by theory. The decrease of angular velocity from theequator 
to the poles, the vSo-called polar retardation, observed on the suifaee of the sun 
may be due to the superi)osition of a subsidiary mechanism- In fact such a 
mechanism has been indicated by Kdclington.'  ^ According to Eclclingloii the sun 
does not satisfy v. Zeipel’s theorem. A departure from r;. Zeipcl's theorem 
causes the temperature to rise at the equator and fall at the pole or conversely, 
so that a pressure gradient is established along the meridians and eirculatory 
currents are initiated in the meridian i)lanes. These primaly meridional currents 
must, however, be deflected lo the east or uest and tend to become parallel to the 
[iarallejs of latitude with increasing latilude. These circulatory currents are, 
according to liddingtou, rcs])onsible for the polar retaidation of rotational velocity 
as observed on the surface of the sun. It seems likely that these currents would 
he confined to the npiXT levels and w ould not extend much below the photosphere. 
The iiilcriui of the sun will rotate accoiding to the law = const. We assume 
that the gas, which ultimately- forms into prominences and dark markings, 
originates in some level below- the level of the circulatory currents. At this level 
we shall have
\
or,
10 (0
t  « is the distance from the axis of rotation.
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where w* is the angular velocity at Uititude </>, wq* is the an^^ular velocity at the 
equator and is the radius of the sun at the level concerned. Now, is sure
to be smaller than Let us pul  ^ .oj*^  where ?/ is a number greater than i .
11
Then, using this relation and substituting (i6) in equation (13), we have 
tan sec‘^ 0 — to I sin </>
or tan “ W()* tan see sin 0 I.
/ \ 71 J (17)
Since the average angular velocity of the interior of the sun is about 10 times 
the angular velocity of rotation observed on the surface of the sun wc may
put on the average — 
n
10 Then using tlie value of /  from (15) and the
values of <-> at diherent latitudes from d’ A/.ambuja's empirical formula we can 
evaluate  ^ for dilTerent latitudes from equation (17). The results of these compu- 
laiioiis are set forth in column 4 of the following table.
T aele
Latitude
1
w X 10 5 5 S
(0' sideii*al (obsci'ved) (tlieurclic'al)
0U n.2[)2 0"
5‘ 1
1
0.2QT 1
4' 8"
11*
JO* o.2gj i6.-3
17“
15' U.20O 24*72«*
20*’ 0.2SS 32“'7
44‘
25* 0.2S6 40"-7
0.2 S3
4v^ 48*
35“ 0.2S1 6j“
55 *3
40“ 0*278 1 61 • *8
i 73“
A5" 0-276 ! 67--570
0-273 1
67*
72* *8
55* 0-270 i1 . • 77*‘273
60 • 0-267 8o*
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For comparison with observation the values of 8 derived by Royds and 
vSalarnddm ® from the measurement of daik markings as recorded in the Meudon 
charts for a coni])lete ii-year cycle from 19:23 to 1933 are given in column 3. 
Column 2 of the table gives the values of x jo‘’ for different latitudes as 
computed from d'Azambuja’s formula. It is clear from the table that the 
theorcticaliy calculated \alues of the inclination of daik markings to the 
meridians agree exceedingly well with those derived from observation. This 
close agreement between theory and observation shows up very strikingly in
F ig u r e  4
Fjg.^. It is evident therefore that the mechanism considered in this paper is 
perfectly capable of explainiiio (jualitativcly as well as quanlilalncly the wesUvaid 
lucluiation of dark markings to the meridians and its vaiialion wilb latitude, 
which are two of the most striking features of dark markings and which have 
so far received no satisfactory explanation. Another puzzling featui'e, namely 
that a suddenly apjieai ing dark marking has, almost at its first appearance, its 
direction inclined to the meridian at an angle appropriate to the latitude of its 
occurrence, is an obvious con.sequence of the present theory.
We have alread5^  seen that, according to the mechanism here considered, the 
height of a inominencc or dark marking should be inclined to the west of the 
vertical which is in qualitative agreement with the observation of Mile Roumens ’ 
of the Meudon observatory. Mile Roumens obtained an average tilt of io°W 
W'liich is the aveiage value deiived from measurements of 171 dark markings in 
low and middle latitudes. Apparently she finds various inclinations, but she 
mentions that the inclinations show a peak at 7° and another more pronounced 
one at 22®, that is to say, the value of the inclination to  th e  vertical is m ore
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often 22° than 7°. For comparison with these observations ne can calculate 
the angle S which the height of a dark niaikiiig should make with the vertical 
in the same way as for the meiidional inclination. 0 will again be gi\en by the 
formula (13) in which sin (p has now to be replaced by cos (/» \vidc e(g (12) (Jl]. 
The value of  ^ thus calculated comes out to be ol the older of 50“ to 60'' which 
is much larger than the observed value, 'idie reason for this discrepancy is 
probably that the assumption of steady motion winch bes at tlie basis of the 
theoretical derivation is not justified in the case of the uiiwaid motion. I'his 
is perhaps also what is to be expected. I'he frequent occurienee ol streamers in 
prominences is probably to be looked upon as a result of the nnsleadincvss of tlie 
upwaird motion. Arguments, both theoretical and experimenla], in favour of 
this conclusion have been given by H. Zanstia in a very recent p a p e r . I f  the 
oulv\ard radial motion is unstable, there can be no steady inclination between the 
height of a daik marking and the vertical; l)ut there wdll still lie a rough average 
inclination for a given time during wdiich the ui)w aid motion has existed. Let 
a jet of gas emerge out of tlie chromosphere at the equator with a velocity 2V 
and rise to the height of a typical prominence, namely about 50000 km. At 
that height its u])warcl velocity is nil, so that the average uj)w\ard velocity of the 
jet during the ascent is V. Then from the second of the equation (12) W'e have
 ^ -I- =2(wo'-“ Wo) .V = i 8 o)oV. 
at"
Integrating this equation we get
y = giooVi^ (18 )
Now, according to Pettit the most frequent radial velocities ineasmcd in 
quiescent prominences range from 5 km./sec. to 10 km./sec. and velocities higher 
than 15 km./sec. are iiificqucnt. We may therefore take 5 km./.sec. to be the 
average valocity with which the jet of gas responsible for the fermation of a dark 
marking travels through tlie coronal atmosphere. Then 1 = 5000015 secs.-'jo'* .k c s . 
Using these values of V and t and the value of Wo from the table abo\e we get 
fromJiS) the westward displacement of the top of an average dark marking :
3^ = 13150 km.
Then the inclination to the vertical is given by
tan 8= =0*263
50000
or S = I4° '75-
This rough estimate of the average iuclimition of a dark marking or prominence
is in quite satisfactory agreement vith the value derived Ly Mile Roumens from 
observation.
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It may be noted in this connection that the mechanism here considered also 
gives an indication of the magnitude of the breadth of a dark marking. If ihe 
whole of the jet above the chromosphere is effective in absorbing photosphcric 
radiation then obviously the breadth of the dark marking should roughly be the 
westward displacement of the top from the vertical plus the diameter of the jet. 
At the cqxtator the westward displacement for a typical prominence is of the 
order of 13000 km-, so that the breadtli of the corresponding dark marking 
should be of the order of 33000 km. taking the radius of the jet to be about 
10" cm. or 10000 km. The ratio of height to breadth at the equator will therefore 
be approximately 15  : i. But this ratio camiot be the same at all latitudes, since 
the westward inclination to the vertical increases from the equator towards the 
higher latitudes. In fact, the westward displacement at any latitude is given by
(0)0' sec<p-fo cos <j>) Vf*.
Consequently the breadth of a dark marking should increase as we proceed from the 
equator towards the higher latitudes so that the ratio of the height to breadth would 
decrease with increasing latitude. But beyond a certain latitude where the length 
of a dark, marking is practically parallel to the jjarallels of latitude the breadth will 
be about the same as the diameter of the jet. since the westward tilt of the dark 
marking and the length of the dark marking will practically lie in a vertical 
plane normal to the meridians. At high latitudes therefore, the breadth of a 
typical dark marking would be of the order of 20000 km., which is in fair agree­
ment with observation, and the ratio of the height to breadth would be of the 
order of j '5 : i- Now the cejualoruaid force (o/ — ii>)^  R sin cos <p is zero at the 
equator and increases with the Jalitude; consequently the length (by which we 
mean the extension across the parallels of ia(itude) of the marking will be equal 
to the iliameter of the jet or about aoooo km., so that its breadth (by which we 
mean its extension across the meridians) wdil be greater than its length. This 
nie.aus that at the equator the marking will appear to be parallel to the equator, 
and slightly above the equator the marking will tend to be as long as it is broad. 
From a consideiation of the variation of the force ahV-aijrTos [vide eq.(13) 
(c)] along with the variation of the force R sin 0 cos (p, it follows also that
the length of a dark marking should increase as we proceed from the equator towards 
higher latitudes. In general, at least at the middle and high latitudes, the length 
of a dark marking can be 'expected to be much greater than its breadth, thus 
accounting for the predominantly linear appearance of dark markings. It is diffi­
cult to estimate the order of magnitude to be expected for the ratio of the length 
to breadth of a dark marking formed by a single jet, but it seems likely that even 
at high latitudes it will not exceed 5 : i or 6 : i. The extraordinarily long 
markings of high latitudes appear however to be produced by a numbar of jets ar­
ranged along a parallel of latitude ; in such cases the ratio of the length to breadth
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would be several times more. It is a curious fact that the several jets should 
arrange themselves along a parallel of latitude at high latitudes the reason for 
which is not clear; but it seems possible that jets have a tendency to form along 
the paths of the internal circulating currents which of comse must be parallel 
to the parallels of latitude at high latitudes and become more and more parallel 
to the meridians as we approach the equator practic'aliy in the same vv^ iy as the 
directions of dark markings do. This may be the reason why several jets form 
along the length of a long dark marking ; if that be so, the occasional formation 
of extraordinarily long markings becomes understandable.
In conclusion, I wish to emphasise that the object of tlie present investigation 
has been rather to evolve a self-consistent hypothesis capable of accounting for 
some of the major peculiarities of solar dark mai kings than to develop a complete 
theory. My thanks arc due to Dr. C. W. B Nunnand, C.I.Iv., Director-General 
of Observatories in India, a discussion willi whom about the peculiarities of dark 
markings led me to undertake this investigation.
A D D E N D  V M
This paper was written in June, 1939 ; but its publication has so far been 
postponed as certain points arising out or the mechanism suggested herein 
needed consideration. In the meantime Mr. P. R. Chidambara Iyer of this 
obseivatory has rightly pointed out to me in a discussion in a difTcrent connection 
that he has held for a lone time that a dark marking having an inclination to 
the meridians attains its minimum area only when its direction is radial to the 
disc and not when it is at the central meridian. This certainly throws doubt on 
the validity of Mile Rouincns’ conclusion that prominences have a predominantly 
westw’ard tilt to the vertical. This doubt has been clearly raised by Waldmeier 
in a very recent paper (/l.vDo. Zilrich, 1939) wdiich has just come
to my notice. According to Waldmeier the fact that a dark marking has a 
minimum area at an eastern longitude and not at the central meridian is a 
necessary consequence of the inclination of the dark marking to the meridians. 
Against this one may point out that Mr. Al. Salaruddiu has found (/v. 0 . Ik, 
Vol. IV, No. 96, p. 297) that dark markings without any inclination to the 
meridians show a preponderance of western areas over eastern areas. This 
dissymmetry points to the existence of a west lilt. It seems probable that the 
observed dissymmetry in the case of the markings inclined to the meridians is 
due jointly to the causes envisaged by Rouinens and by W'aldmeier. Ih is point 
is under examination, Should the existence of the west tilt be definitely 
established, it would find a plausible theoretical cause in the mechanism proposed 
in the present paper.
S01.AR Physics Observatory,
Kodaikanal.
D ecem ber, 19^ 9.
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